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Compensator - Accessory for domestic switch device
6596

Busch Jaeger
6596
2CKA006599A2290
4011395638507 EAN/GTIN

14,25 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Compensator 6596 Type of accessory other, Prevents self-ignition of energy-saving or LED lamps on switches with orientation lighting (parallel to the lamp). Avoids afterglow of
LV halogen or LED lamps when switched off due to any ripple voltage that may occur or when controlled via a touch dimmer without a neutral conductor connection (parallel to
the transformer primary side or to the lamp). Prevents noise generation on electronic transformers when switched off when controlled via a touch dimmer without a neutral
conductor connection (parallel to the transformer primary side). Eliminates ripple voltages on the control line in Jalousicontrol group controls (parallel between control wire up
and neutral conductor and down and neutral conductor). Dimensions: diameter 22 mm, length 25 mm, length of the connecting cable approx. 235 mm.
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